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SPECIALLY SELECTED CASES
Cases are carefully selected 
based on strict criteria:  wall 
thickness uniformity, internal 
capacity, case weight and 
consistent wall concentricity.

3POWDER
Powder is matched carefully 
to each specifi c load for 
optimal pressure, velocity 
and consistent accuracy.

4PRIMERS
Like the powder, the primers 
we select are the highest 
quality available, perfectly 
matched to each load.

1HORNADY® MATCH™ BULLETS
Hornady match rifl e ammunition 
is loaded with the most accurate, 
consistent match bullets in 
the world, featuring our new 
AMP™ bullet jackets.
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It is FAST!  It is ACCURATE!  It is VERSATILE!  Superformance™ Match™ Ammunition 
achieves muzzle velocities of 100-200 fps faster than ANY conventional ammunition.

Amazing ammunition performance starts with outstanding bullets. Hornady® AMAX® and 
Boattail Hollow Point Match™ bullets, now featuring revolutionary new AMP™ (Advanced 
Manufacturing Process) bullet jackets set the standard. Topped with the fi nest bullets, 
Superformance™ Match™ ammunition marries the very best cartridge cases with extremely 
stable propellants. These propellants are custom blended for each individual load to provide 
TRUE ammunition performance enhancement.

Highpower competitors, as well as law enforcement 
and military shooters and snipers, will benefi t from the 
Superformance™ Match™ advantages – higher muzzle 
velocity, phenomenal accuracy, increased range 
and reduced wind drift. Superformance™ Match™ 
– the limits have been broken!

SUPERCHARGE™ 
YOUR MATCH RIFLE!

*  5.56 NATO ammunition cannot be fi red in rifl es chambered in 223 Rem.

Velocity (ft/sec)  /  Trajectory (inches)

Item # Description Muzzle 100 yds 200 yds 300 yds 400 yds 500 yds
80264 223 Rem  75 gr. BTHP  (24" BBL) 2930/-2.4 2694/1.2 2470/0.0 2257/-6.9 2055/-20.7 1863/-42.7

81264 5.56 NATO* 75 gr. BTHP  (20" BBL) 2910/-2.4 2675/1.2 2452/0.0 2240/-7.0 2039/-21.0 1848/-43.4

80964 308 Win 168 gr. A-MAX®  (24" BBL) 2840/-1.5 2647/1.7 2462/0.0 2284/-8.4 2114/-21.6 1951/-43.6

8077 308 Win 178 gr. BTHP  (24" BBL) 2780/-1.5 2609/1.8 2444/0.0 2285/-7.6 2132/-21.9 1985/-43.9


